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About This Game

Lost In Reefs: Antarctic – Complete Match3 Levels and Find a Lost Civilization!

Once upon a time, a powerful civilization where humans and dragons used to live together existed on Earth, and only the traces
of it might be found nowadays. It's all gone, only the ruins of the great city have been rested on the seabed close to Antarctic.
Although brave and adventurous people like you can find the great civilization and help the expedition looking for this ancient

city to achieve its goal.

Features:
- Multilevel with different field shapes, square and hexagonal!

- Engaging goal of reconstructing an ancient city!
- 10 quests based on real life

- Relaxing music and sound effects!
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great game. Not huge, but well put together. worth a couple bucks, but free none the less. there is a short level to be played
outside of the wizard room, so don't think it is just that. (even though that room is fun too)

definitely worth your 20 or 30 min.. A great little puzzle platformer with a great sense of humour. Level editor will make this
game have a tonne of replay value and extra content. Looking forward to the full release.. A family friendly Huniepop!

TL;DR: Game good, Play if want chill time fun

This game is a fun little game to play in your spare time. Do you like solving puzzels and want a wholesome game/story out of
it? Do you like granting wishes being the master of wishes?? If you answered yes, maybe or are confused; then my friend THIS
GAME IS FOR YOU!

Some concerns:

1) Regarding the "Weird Spawn" reviews that I've read, the game seems to know when you make a false move and it helps by
spawning in the token(s) at the precise location that might help you to win if you strategize correctly and will continue to do so
whenever a false move is made.

2) The weird "L-shaped" tokens at an ending of a stage which make victory be so close yet so far. During my play of the game I
too encountered this problem to eventually find out that it's not actually a problem. The game makes you use your mind
throughout the stage. During the final few pieces (tokens) of the stage, be cautious on how you position said tokens. It is part of
the stratagy hence being part of the gameplay experience #RageIncluded.
. I do not recommend this DLC.

The ship is VERY squishy and you die within a good 3 seconds in AI. All it takes is a beam to lock onto you and that's it, you
are DONE FOR unless you cloak and once you come out it then you're completely exposed.. Portal in 2D? More like Portal on
steroids!
The fact that this kind of games are constantly compared to Portal may be unfair, but it's rather unavoidable, given the presence
of a precese of what's basicly 2D version of the portal gun.
As one of four different kinds of portal guns. The most mind bending of these has to be the one that created portals in time,
altough the gravity changing one comes as a close second.
All in all, the game is a solid puzzle platformer with a heavy emphasis on puzzles, later of which could take me up to an hour
just to solve one. The pixel graphics may be a bit too pixely for some, but overall the presentation holds up, as does the user
interface. Mostly. Juggling the extra tools can be a bit of an hassle sometimes and you'll hope there would be an easier way to set
the portals up as you reach the point were you're just tweaking your solutions.. Fun game, short and sweet and satisfying when
you finish it! Good fuse of logic and weirdness.
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Juego divertido sin m\u00e1s, recomendado para partidas r\u00e1pidas. Good puzzle game - but you cant choose levels.. 30
minutes of game play.
- Set up
- Random zombie's spawns
- Go to gastation
  a. leave a person get clothing

- Police Station
  a. leave a person get gear.

Spawned dozen of random gear and clothing
More zombie random spawns in game.

Get bored. Think about the money I wasted.

END GAME.
. How to play multiplayer??? :D. euro truck simulator is love euro truck simulator is lyfe ;DDDDDDD this game is the best ever
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